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• Cosmological Structure Formation — halo formation, nonlinear P(k)


• Distribution of Cosmic Gas — shock heating, cold flow, gal. cluster


• SN & AGN feedback — SF quenching, metal enrichment, top-
heavy IMF at high-z,  SMBH—gal co-evolution


• Cosmic Ray Feedback 

• おまけ（宣伝）
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Big Bang

Age of the universe ~13.8 billion years

Cosmic microwave 
background radiation: 
~380,000 years after the 
Big Bang

Accelerated expansion 
by dark energy

Dark Age

History of Structure Formation in the Big Bang Universe



“Back-bone of structure”

``Concordance ΛCDM model ”

• Successful on large-scales

• Can we understand galaxy formation in this context?

31

timation method in its entirety, but it should be equally
valid.

7.3. Comparison to other results

Figure 35 compares our results from Table 3 (modeling
approach) with other measurements from galaxy surveys,
but must be interpreted with care. The UZC points may
contain excess large-scale power due to selection function
e!ects (Padmanabhan et al. 2000; THX02), and the an-
gular SDSS points measured from the early data release
sample are di"cult to interpret because of their extremely
broad window functions. Only the SDSS, APM and angu-
lar SDSS points can be interpreted as measuring the large-
scale matter power spectrum with constant bias, since the
others have not been corrected for the red-tilting e!ect
of luminosity-dependent bias. The Percival et al. (2001)
2dFGRS analysis unfortunately cannot be directly plotted
in the figure because of its complicated window functions.

Figure 36 is the same as Figure 35, but restricted to a
comparison of decorrelated power spectra, those for SDSS,
2dFGRS and PSCz. Because the power spectra are decor-
related, it is fair to do “chi-by-eye” when examining this
Figure. The similarity in the bumps and wiggles between

Fig. 35.— Comparison with other galaxy power spectrum measure-
ments. Numerous caveats must be borne in mind when interpreting
this figure. Our SDSS power spectrum measurements are those from
Figure 22, corrected for the red-tilting e!ect of luminosity dependent
bias. The purely angular analyses of the APM survey (Efstathiou
& Moody 2001) and the SDSS (the points are from Tegmark et al.
2002 for galaxies in the magnitude range 21 < r! < 22 — see also
Dodelson et al. 2002) should also be free of this e!ect, but rep-
resent di!erent mixtures of luminosities. The 2dFGRS points are
from the analysis of HTX02, and like the PSCz points (HTP00) and
the UZC points (THX02) have not been corrected for this e!ect,
whereas the Percival et al. 2dFGRS analysis should be una"icted
by such red-tilting. The influential PD94 points (Table 1 from Pea-
cock & Dodds 1994), summarizing the state-of-the-art a decade ago,
are shown assuming IRAS bias of unity and the then fashionable
density parameter #m = 1.

Fig. 36.— Same as Figure 35, but restricted to a comparison
of decorrelated power spectra, those for SDSS, 2dFGRS and PSCz.
The similarity in the bumps and wiggles between the three power
spectra is intriguing.

Fig. 37.— Comparison of our results with other P (k) constraints.
The location of CMB, cluster, lensing and Ly! forest points in this
plane depends on the cosmic matter budget (and, for the CMB,
on the reionization optical depth "), so requiring consistency with
SDSS constrains these cosmological parameters without assumptions
about the primordial power spectrum. This figure is for the case of a
“vanilla” flat scalar scale-invariant model with #m = 0.28, h = 0.72
and #b/#m = 0.16, " = 0.17 (Spergel et al. 2003; Verde et al. 2003,
Tegmark et al. 2003b), assuming b! = 0.92 for the SDSS galaxies.

Tegmark+ (2004)

WMAP, Planck

FFT

(⌦M ,⌦⇤,⌦b, h,�8, ns) ⇡ (0.3, 0.7, 0.04, 0.7, 0.8, 0.96)
SN Ia

simulate

(>1Mpc)

⌦DM ⇡ 0.26

Matter power spectrum

(the so-called “737 cosmology”)



Chabanier+’19

nonlinear P(k)

linear P(k)

Continued support for ΛCDM



MultiDark sim.  Klypin+’16

linear P(k)

∝ k−2

nonlinear growth

∝ k−3

Halo bias

dark matter

halos
k1.5 P(k)



Klypin+’16 Ishiyama+21

Halo bias

dark matter

halos

1st BAO peak 
@ k ∼ 0.07

2nd peak 
@ k ∼ 0.13





100 million light yr

50 M lyr 10 M lyr

1 billion light yr

Ishiyama+21

The Uchuu  (宇宙)  simulation



First Galaxy Formation in Atomic Cooling Halos

H2 cooling

atomic cooling

`First Star’ DM Halo

~106 M⦿

~108 M⦿

Atomic Cooling Halo
Tvir ~ 104 K

`First Galaxy’ Halo

Bryan & Norman ’98

(SF via H2 cooling)
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cf.    for  Tvir ∼ 108 K M = 1014 M⊙ (galaxy clusters)



Peacock textbook, p.572Blumenthal+’84;
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Cosmic Gas：phase diagram

Shull+’12

Warm-Hot Ionized Medium 
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Cosmic Gas

Shull+’12
(in DM halo)

H
ydrogen neutral fraction

Highly ionized gas

Shock-heated gas 
in galaxy clusters  

& groups

Warm-Hot Ionized Medium 
(WHIM)

Choi & KN ‘09

SN feedback

in gal. groups & clusters

　CGM



Missing Baryon Problem

Shull+’12



Gas Density log(Temperature)

Movies: zoom-in sim
log(Metallicity)

AGORA L12   GADGET3-Osaka sim. Shimizu, KN+19

https://sites.google.com/site/santacruzcomparisonproject/cf.  Roca-Fabrega+21

https://sites.google.com/site/santacruzcomparisonproject/


1st-order Galaxy formation

Rees & Ostriker ’77, White & Rees ’78, Fall & Efstathiou ’80, White & Frenk ’91, Mo, Mao & White ‘98 

DM halo

gas accretion 
& 

shock-heating

Cooling,  
dissipation, & 

disk galaxy forms

Phase Diagram

Tvir

DM halo forms.

COLD FLOW
IGM

Virial shock 
heating



Metal absorption lines

Tumlinson+’17, ARAA



Necessity of Feedback
SNe & AGN



DM halo mass function

Galaxy Stellar MF (LF)

(cf. Press-Schechter ’74;
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AGN Feedback?

SN Feedback?

Sheth-Tormen ’01)

n(M) / M�2
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Observed

Shaping Galaxy Mass Function via Feedback

Schechter function

Φ(M) =
dn
dM

= Φ* ( M
M* )

α

exp (−
M
M* )

α ∼ − 1.2
@z=0

Φ(L) =
dn
dL

= Φ* ( L
L* )

α

exp (−
L
L* )

Tinker+, …. 



Stellar-to-Halo Mass Ratio (SHMR)

Behroozi+’10, ’13, ‘18
(cf.  Ilbert+’10;  George+’11;  Leauthaud+’12)

~1012M⦿ 
AGN Feedback?SN Feedback

Abundance Matching



SN feedback efficiency
CC SNe: 

~30% of this couples to ISM as kinetic E. of galactic wind (GW)

mass-loading factor:

energy—mass 
deposition rate

(IMF) &

e.g.  Springel & Hernquist (2003)
Cen, KN, Ostriker (2005)

GW efficiency:
vw = ( 2ϵw

η )
1/2

c ∼ 300 km s−1

ϵw ∼ 10−6

η ∼ 2



SN vs. AGN (SMBH) feedback
EK per SN II ~ 1 foe ~ 1051 erg

Type II SN occurs ~0.01 per M⦿ of SF for an IMF → 1048 —1049 erg / (1M⦿ of SF)

(Etot,II ~ 100 foe ~ 1053 erg)

AGN:  10% of               &  feedback efficiency ~0.1  &

(per 1M⦿ of SF)

Probably depends on 
various other factors: 

⇠ 0.1⇥ 0.1⇥ 10�3 ⇠ 10�5
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(per 1M⦿ of SF)

χ ≡ (
ϵK,SN

ϵK,AGN ) = χ(z, Mhalo, M*, MBH, SFR, C, ⋯)

ϵK,SN ∼
1048 − 1049

M⊙c2
∼

1048 − 1049

1033+21
∼ 10−6 − 10−5

ϵK,AGN



Three Revolutions in Cosmological Hydro Simulations

1990’:  1st 
Revolution

2000~
2nd Rev.

2012~
3rd Rev.

First cosmological, but 
coarse calculation

e.g. Cen, Ostriker ’92-’93
    Katz+ ’96

Resolution ~100 kpc Resolution ~ kpc Resolution ~ 10-100pc

e.g.   KN+ ’01, 04, 06
        Springel & Hernquist ’03

Larger scale, medium resolution 
w. subgrid models Zoom-in cosmo. sims. w. 

better sub grid models

IC code :  GRAFIC (Bertschinger)
         MUSIC (Hahn & Abel ’11)



> 106 K

•
•
•

© Oku+’21, in prep.
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Isolated 
Galaxy Tests



Keller & Wadsley ‘14
Shimizu, KN+19

Shimizu, KN+19



Issues with GW Feedback

• Physical state of outflowing gas (multi-phase, ρ, T, vel., M, p, E)


• Acceleration sites (disk? near SNe? above mid-plane?  CGM?)


• Ultimate fate of outflows (unbound? recycled?)


• Morphologies (biconical, spherical, filamentary, clumpy)


• Acceleration mechanism (mechanical, radiation, CR)



1 x 1 x 9 kpc domain 

Multi-phase outflow from galactic plane: cut-out sim.

fast-moving, 
low-density outflow

4k
pc

as well as warm fountain 
(fall-back)

Athena MHD code

Kim & Ostriker ‘18



Resolved SN-driven winds

cf. Hill+12; Girichidis+16; Martizzi+16; Gatto+17; Hu+16,17; Li+17; Kim & Ostriker ’18

Hu ’19

Mvir = 1010 M⊙

Rvir = 44 kpc

c = 17

dwarf gal.

mgas = 1 M⊙

ϵg, hs = 0.3 pc

face-on edge-on larger scale

Superbubbles of ~few 100pc 
break out from the disk 

 & expands.

GADGET-3 sim.

Predicted winds are weaker 
than in cosmo. simulations.

∼ 106 K



Convergence of resolved sim

Hu ’19

Expected KE with 0.28 ESN

Injected terminal momentum

underestmate by x3



FIRE-2 simulation (Ma+20)

kpc-scale superbubble

SPH mass resolution:  100, 900, 1000 M⦿ 
spatial resolution: ~ pc

GIZMO SPH



Katz+19, 21 

RAMSES-RT 
SPHINX 

simulation

 cf. Vallini+15; Pallottini+14,15,17,19; Moriwaki+18; Arata+20 …  

• importance of low-Z CCSN 

• top-heavy IMF w. reduced 
[C/O]

• [O I] could be useful too.

• PDR & clumpy ISM are still 
unresolved.





AGORA  Paper III: Cosmo-Run
• 4 calibration steps


• only in the 4th step, we turn on our favorite 
SN feedback model. 


• the only constraint:  
 targeting the  

abundance matching result at z=4. 
M⋆ ∼ (1 − 5) × 109 h−1M⊙

Roca-Fabrega+21



4th AGORA paper will be CGM metallicity (e.g. O IV emission diagnostic; Strawn+21, in prep.) 

Roca-Fabrega+21

AMR codes SPH codes

z=8

z=7

z=6

z=5

z=4



AGN feedback
(Active Galactic Nuclei)
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ABSTRACT

We measure and analyze the energy, momentum, and mass feedback efficiencies due to radiation from active
galactic nuclei (AGNs) in relatively large-scale outflows (from "0.01 to "10 pc). Our measurements are based on
the two-dimensional (axisymmetric) and time-dependent radiation–hydrodynamical simulations recently presented
in Kurosawa & Proga. In that paper, we studied outflows from a slowly rotating (sub-Keplerian) infalling gas driven
by the energy and pressure of the radiation emitted by the AGNs. These simulations follow the dynamics of gas
under the influence of the gravity of the central 108 M# black hole (BH) on scales from "0.01 to "10 pc. They
self-consistently couple the accretion luminosity with the mass inflow rate at the smallest radius (our proxy for the
mass-accretion rate, Ṁa). Over 30 simulations have been performed to investigate how the results depend on the gas
density at the outer radius, !o. A key feature of these simulations is that the radiation field and consequently the gas
dynamics are axisymmetric, but not spherically symmetric. Therefore, the gas inflow and outflow can occur at the
same time. We compare our Ṁa–!o relation with that predicted by the Bondi accretion model. For high luminosities
comparable to the Eddington limit, the power-law fit (Ṁa $ !

q
o ) to our models yields q % 0.5 instead of q = 1.0,

which is predicted by the Bondi model. This difference is caused by the outflows which are important for the overall
mass budget at high luminosities. The maximum momentum and mass feedback efficiencies found in our models
are "10&2 and "10&1, respectively. However, the outflows are much less important energetically: the thermal and
kinetic powers in units of the radiative luminosity are "10&5 and "10&4, respectively. In addition, the efficiencies do
not increase monotonically with the accretion luminosity but rather peak around the Eddington limit beyond which a
steady-state disk–wind-like solution exists. Our energy feedback efficiencies are significantly lower than 0.05, which
is required in some cosmological and galaxy merger simulations. The low feedback efficiencies found here could
have significant implications on the mass growth of super massive BHs in the early universe. We stress, however,
that we have not considered the innermost parts of the accretion and outflow where radiation and matter interact
most strongly. The feedback from this region could have efficiencies significantly above the low values found here.

Key words: accretion, accretion disks – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: jets – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics –
hydrodynamics

Online-only material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

The central location of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) in their
host galaxies and the fact that they can produce a large amount of
energy imply that AGNs can play a very important role in setting
the physical conditions in their vicinity as well as on larger,
galactic, and even intergalactic scales (e.g., Igumenshchev et al.
1993; Ciotti & Ostriker 1997, 2001, 2007; King 2003; Murray
et al. 2005; Sazonov et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005; Begelman
& Nath 2005; Hopkins et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2006b; Thacker
et al. 2006; Fabian et al. 2006, 2008; Pelupessy et al. 2007;
Krolik 2007; Merloni & Heinz 2008; Booth & Schaye 2009, and
references therein). There are many indications that support this
idea. For example, the presence of broad and narrow emission
lines and broad and narrow absorption lines in AGN spectra
suggests that AGN continuum radiation affects the immediate
environment of the AGN (see Krolik 1999 for an overview). In
addition, the tight correlation between the mass (MBH) of the
central black hole (BH) in a galactic nucleus and the velocity
dispersion " of the galaxy’s bulge or spheroid, the so-called
MBH–" relation (e.g., Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al.
2000; Tremaine et al. 2002), can be explained by the feedback
between AGNs and the infalling material from large distances.

1 Current address: Department of Astronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca,
NY 14853-6801, USA.

This feedback can quench both BH accretion and star formation
in the galaxy when BH reaches a certain mass. AGNs could
provide such feedback because they are very powerful sources
of energy and momentum (e.g., Silk & Rees 1998; Blandford
1999; Sazonov et al. 2005; Fabian 1999; Fabian et al. 2002; King
2003; Scannapieco & Oh 2004; Murray et al. 2005; Springel
et al. 2005; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Booth & Schaye 2009).

AGNs are powered by mass accretion onto a super massive
BH (SMBH). To illustrate how the growth of SMBH can be
self-regulated and how AGN feedback can be characterized, let
us first express the radiation luminosity due to accretion as

La = #rc
2Ṁa, (1)

where we invoke the simplest assumption such that the lumi-
nosity is proportional to the mass accretion rate (Ṁa) and a
radiative (or the rest-mass conversion) efficiency (#r). Both #r
and Ṁa are uncertain. For example, #r ranges from "10&1 in a
standard, radiatively efficient thin disk to "10&11 for spherically
symmetric accretion from a low-density medium (e.g., Shakura
& Sunyaev 1973; Shapiro 1973; Meszaros 1975; Soltan 1982;
Yu & Tremaine 2002) while the mass accretion rate depends on
poorly constrained physical conditions and geometry at large
distances from the BH.

A common method to estimate Ṁa is to adopt the analytic
formula by Bondi (1952), who considered spherically symmet-
ric accretion from a non-rotating polytropic gas with uniform

823

✏r ⇡ 10�1radiative efficiency 
(rest-mass energy conversion)

Shakura & Sunyaev ’73
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2002), and !0.1 or !0.2 (Yu & Tremaine 2002). On the other
hand, Cao & Li (2008) find that !r is relatively low (!0.08) for
MBH < 108 M" and relatively high (!0.18) for MBH ! 109 M".
Since the exact mechanism of how the accretion luminosity of
a BH couples to the surrounding gas is not well known, SDH05
and BS09 simply assume that La couples only thermally (and
isotropically) to the surrounding. Using Equation (1), the rate of
energy deposition to the surrounding (the AGN feedback rate)
in SDH05 is written as

Ėf = !f La = !f!rṀBHc2, (12)

where !f is the efficiency of the AGN energy deposition to
the surrounding gas, and is a free parameter which is to
be constrained by observations. BS09 find the models with
!f = 0.15 matches observations (e.g., the Magorrian relation
and the MBH–" relations) very well, and similarly SDH05 find
that !f = 0.05 matches observations well (see also Di Matteo
et al. 2005). In the study of BS09, they find that the global BH
number density at the current era (zero redshift) and the BH
scaling relations are very sensitive to a choice of !f , and the
former is nearly inversely proportional to the value of !f .

3. OUR MODEL

Our approach is to use physical two-dimensional (axisym-
metric) and time-dependent hydrodynamical (HD) simulations
of AGN flows to investigate the dependency of the BH mass-
accretion rate on the surrounding gas density, and to find the
AGN feedback efficiencies in converting the accretion luminos-
ity into the outward fluxes of energy, momentum, and mass.
Here, we simply analyze the simulation results previously pub-
lished in KP09 for this purpose. KP09 used a modified version
of the ZEUS-MP code (cf. Hayes et al. 2006) for their numerical
simulations. In the following, we briefly summarize their main
model assumptions and results.

In KP09, we studied axisymmetric hydrodynamical simula-
tions of a slowly rotating gas that is under the influence of the
gravity of a 108 M" BH and is irradiated by a geometrically thin
UV accretion disk and a spherical X-ray corona. We assumed
that the AGN radiation is dominated by the disk radiation (95%
of the total luminosity). Further, we account for the fact that
the radiation from the disk depends on the polar angle # , i.e.,
proportional to cos # due to the geometrical foreshortening. We
ran a set of simulations for various values of the gas density ($o)
at the outer radius of the computational domain, ro # 7 pc. After
the initial transient stage, this density determines the key char-
acteristics of our solutions such as the accretion luminosity and
the outflow properties. We compute the accretion luminosity of
a system based on the accretion-rate, which is assumed to be
equal to the mass-supply rate at the inner radius of the compu-
tational domain ri # 10$2 pc (i.e., we used Equation (1), where
we assumed !r = 1/12 and Ṁa = Ṁin[ri]). See Section 5.3 for
more details on this assumption.

For the models with high-temperature gas at large radii and
with high luminosities, we found a strong correlation between
Ṁout and La (see Figure 1 in KP09). The power-law index
describing the correlation is very similar to that for radiation-
driven stellar and disk–wind models (e.g., Castor et al. 1975;
Proga et al. 1998; Proga 1999). More surprisingly, for the models
with high density at large radii, we found steady-state solutions
with La exceeding the Eddington limit. The super-Eddington
accretion proceeds in the equatorial region and is possible
because the radiation flux from the disk is significantly reduced

in the equatorial direction due to the geometrical foreshortening
effect.

In all simulations performed by KP09, an outflow is driven
from an inflow with sub-Keplerian rotation. For the models
with high temperatures at large radii, the inflow occurs over
a wide range of the polar angles, whereas the outflow occurs
in a relatively narrow polar angle range (see the left panel in
Figure 2). However, for the super-Eddington cases with low
temperature at large radii, the inflow persists only very close to
the equatorial plane, resembling a thin accretion disk, while the
outflow arises in a wide range of radii and polar angles (see the
right panel in Figure 2). The geometry of this extreme inflow–
outflow solution is very similar to a radiation-driven wind from
a luminous Keplerian accretion disk (e.g., Woods et al. 1996;
Proga et al. 1998; Proga & Kallman 2002). For the cold super-
Eddington solutions, Ṁout is only very weakly correlated. The
weaker correlation is mainly caused by a mismatch between the
direction of escaping photons and the inflowing gas. In other
words, the radiation is emitted mostly in the polar directions
whereas the inflowing gas occurs mainly in the equatorial region.

As it has been discussed and shown in the past, we find
that self-consistently determined preheating/cooling from the
quasar radiation can significantly reduce the rate at which
the central BH is fed with matter. However, our results also
emphasize a little-appreciated feature. Namely, quasar radiation
does drive a non-spherical, multi-temperature, and very dynamic
flow.

In the following, we present the mass-accretion rates and var-
ious (energy, momentum, and mass) AGN feedback efficiencies
computed from the simulations. For this purpose, we use a sub-
set of the models in KP09. Here, we concentrate on the models in
which the outer boundary temperature is not fixed at a constant
value, but it is self-consistently determined from the radiative
and adiabatic heating (Models 28–34 in KP09). Note that the
flow solutions for these models are, in general, very similar to
those with the fixed outer boundary temperature at 2 % 106 K
(the low temperature models, i.e., Models 1–9 in KP09).

4. RESULTS

We analyze the dependency of the mass-accretion rate on the
gas density at a large distance from a BH and AGN feedback
efficiencies based on the axisymmetric hydrodynamical simula-
tions presented in KP09. The main results of the models along
with the input outer boundary density $o are summarized in
Table 1.

4.1. Mass-accretion Rates

The mass-inflow rates at the inner boundary Ṁin (ri) and those
at outer boundary Ṁin (ro) from the HD simulations are plotted
as a function of the outer boundary density $o in Figure 3
(see Table 1 for the numerical values). For a given value of
$o, Ṁin (ri) and Ṁin (ro) are not equal to each other, but rather
Ṁin (ri) < Ṁin (ro) because of an outflow. The lowest density
model (Model 35) is an exception since no outflow is formed in
this model. For the higher density models, an outflow forms, and
not all the material entering from the outer boundary reaches the
inner boundary. A fraction of gas experiences a strong radiation
pressure and radiative heating, and the direction of flow changes,
forming an outflow.

The figure also shows the the mass-accretion rates predicted
by the Bondi accretion model (Equation (2)) and those computed
from the formulations of SDH05 and BS09 (Equations (9)
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2002), and !0.1 or !0.2 (Yu & Tremaine 2002). On the other
hand, Cao & Li (2008) find that !r is relatively low (!0.08) for
MBH < 108 M" and relatively high (!0.18) for MBH ! 109 M".
Since the exact mechanism of how the accretion luminosity of
a BH couples to the surrounding gas is not well known, SDH05
and BS09 simply assume that La couples only thermally (and
isotropically) to the surrounding. Using Equation (1), the rate of
energy deposition to the surrounding (the AGN feedback rate)
in SDH05 is written as

Ėf = !f La = !f!rṀBHc2, (12)

where !f is the efficiency of the AGN energy deposition to
the surrounding gas, and is a free parameter which is to
be constrained by observations. BS09 find the models with
!f = 0.15 matches observations (e.g., the Magorrian relation
and the MBH–" relations) very well, and similarly SDH05 find
that !f = 0.05 matches observations well (see also Di Matteo
et al. 2005). In the study of BS09, they find that the global BH
number density at the current era (zero redshift) and the BH
scaling relations are very sensitive to a choice of !f , and the
former is nearly inversely proportional to the value of !f .

3. OUR MODEL

Our approach is to use physical two-dimensional (axisym-
metric) and time-dependent hydrodynamical (HD) simulations
of AGN flows to investigate the dependency of the BH mass-
accretion rate on the surrounding gas density, and to find the
AGN feedback efficiencies in converting the accretion luminos-
ity into the outward fluxes of energy, momentum, and mass.
Here, we simply analyze the simulation results previously pub-
lished in KP09 for this purpose. KP09 used a modified version
of the ZEUS-MP code (cf. Hayes et al. 2006) for their numerical
simulations. In the following, we briefly summarize their main
model assumptions and results.

In KP09, we studied axisymmetric hydrodynamical simula-
tions of a slowly rotating gas that is under the influence of the
gravity of a 108 M" BH and is irradiated by a geometrically thin
UV accretion disk and a spherical X-ray corona. We assumed
that the AGN radiation is dominated by the disk radiation (95%
of the total luminosity). Further, we account for the fact that
the radiation from the disk depends on the polar angle # , i.e.,
proportional to cos # due to the geometrical foreshortening. We
ran a set of simulations for various values of the gas density ($o)
at the outer radius of the computational domain, ro # 7 pc. After
the initial transient stage, this density determines the key char-
acteristics of our solutions such as the accretion luminosity and
the outflow properties. We compute the accretion luminosity of
a system based on the accretion-rate, which is assumed to be
equal to the mass-supply rate at the inner radius of the compu-
tational domain ri # 10$2 pc (i.e., we used Equation (1), where
we assumed !r = 1/12 and Ṁa = Ṁin[ri]). See Section 5.3 for
more details on this assumption.

For the models with high-temperature gas at large radii and
with high luminosities, we found a strong correlation between
Ṁout and La (see Figure 1 in KP09). The power-law index
describing the correlation is very similar to that for radiation-
driven stellar and disk–wind models (e.g., Castor et al. 1975;
Proga et al. 1998; Proga 1999). More surprisingly, for the models
with high density at large radii, we found steady-state solutions
with La exceeding the Eddington limit. The super-Eddington
accretion proceeds in the equatorial region and is possible
because the radiation flux from the disk is significantly reduced

in the equatorial direction due to the geometrical foreshortening
effect.

In all simulations performed by KP09, an outflow is driven
from an inflow with sub-Keplerian rotation. For the models
with high temperatures at large radii, the inflow occurs over
a wide range of the polar angles, whereas the outflow occurs
in a relatively narrow polar angle range (see the left panel in
Figure 2). However, for the super-Eddington cases with low
temperature at large radii, the inflow persists only very close to
the equatorial plane, resembling a thin accretion disk, while the
outflow arises in a wide range of radii and polar angles (see the
right panel in Figure 2). The geometry of this extreme inflow–
outflow solution is very similar to a radiation-driven wind from
a luminous Keplerian accretion disk (e.g., Woods et al. 1996;
Proga et al. 1998; Proga & Kallman 2002). For the cold super-
Eddington solutions, Ṁout is only very weakly correlated. The
weaker correlation is mainly caused by a mismatch between the
direction of escaping photons and the inflowing gas. In other
words, the radiation is emitted mostly in the polar directions
whereas the inflowing gas occurs mainly in the equatorial region.

As it has been discussed and shown in the past, we find
that self-consistently determined preheating/cooling from the
quasar radiation can significantly reduce the rate at which
the central BH is fed with matter. However, our results also
emphasize a little-appreciated feature. Namely, quasar radiation
does drive a non-spherical, multi-temperature, and very dynamic
flow.

In the following, we present the mass-accretion rates and var-
ious (energy, momentum, and mass) AGN feedback efficiencies
computed from the simulations. For this purpose, we use a sub-
set of the models in KP09. Here, we concentrate on the models in
which the outer boundary temperature is not fixed at a constant
value, but it is self-consistently determined from the radiative
and adiabatic heating (Models 28–34 in KP09). Note that the
flow solutions for these models are, in general, very similar to
those with the fixed outer boundary temperature at 2 % 106 K
(the low temperature models, i.e., Models 1–9 in KP09).

4. RESULTS

We analyze the dependency of the mass-accretion rate on the
gas density at a large distance from a BH and AGN feedback
efficiencies based on the axisymmetric hydrodynamical simula-
tions presented in KP09. The main results of the models along
with the input outer boundary density $o are summarized in
Table 1.

4.1. Mass-accretion Rates

The mass-inflow rates at the inner boundary Ṁin (ri) and those
at outer boundary Ṁin (ro) from the HD simulations are plotted
as a function of the outer boundary density $o in Figure 3
(see Table 1 for the numerical values). For a given value of
$o, Ṁin (ri) and Ṁin (ro) are not equal to each other, but rather
Ṁin (ri) < Ṁin (ro) because of an outflow. The lowest density
model (Model 35) is an exception since no outflow is formed in
this model. For the higher density models, an outflow forms, and
not all the material entering from the outer boundary reaches the
inner boundary. A fraction of gas experiences a strong radiation
pressure and radiative heating, and the direction of flow changes,
forming an outflow.

The figure also shows the the mass-accretion rates predicted
by the Bondi accretion model (Equation (2)) and those computed
from the formulations of SDH05 and BS09 (Equations (9)

Booth & Schaye ’09;  Dubois+ ’12

Springel, Di Matteo+ ’05Requirement from 
MBH-σ rel.

Feedback efficiency
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more abrupt in the more massive systems. Here, the total gas supply
for accretion is larger, and the gravitational potential well is deeper,
and so the black hole has to grow much more before its released
energy is sufficient to expel the gas in a quasar driven wind, which
then terminates further nuclear accretion and star formation. For
the same reasons, the initial growth of the black holes, which is
regulated by the properties of nearby gas, depends on the total mass.
It is faster in more massive systems, which can therefore reach the
exponential, Eddington-limited growth phase more easily. The
lifetime of the active black hole phase, however, increases for smaller
black hole masses, implying that low-luminosity quasars should be
more numerous than bright ones. This is consistent with them
residing in a greater number of smaller galaxies and with what has
been found in recent surveys26,27.
The dependence of black hole growth on galaxy mass yields a

relation between the stellar spheroid of the remnant galaxy and its
central black hole. Figure 3 shows the black hole mass versus the
stellar velocity dispersion of the merger remnants from our simu-
lations, compared with observations. We show simulations with six
different galaxy masses, each of which has been run with three
different initial gas mass fractions of the galaxies’ disks. Remarkably,

our simulations reproduce the observed MBH–j correlation very
well. Note that black holes in more gas-rich mergers reach some-
what larger masses than those growing in gas-poorer environments
(which is expected from our prescription for the accretion rate), but
this is partly compensated by an increase in the velocity dispersion
of the corresponding bulges, maintaining a comparatively tight
MBH–j relation. However, this suggests that part of the intrinsic
scatter in the observed relation can be ascribed to different gas
fractions of the galaxies during black hole growth. Our lowest mass
galaxy models probe a region of the MBH–j relation where few
measurements are available, and predict that this correlation should
hold towards small black holemasses and small velocity dispersions,
in tentative agreement with recent observations28.

Black hole growth is self-regulated in our models. As galaxies
merge to form spheroids, the dynamical response of the gas to the
energy supplied by accretion halts further growth once the black
holes have reached a critical size for the gravitational potential of the
bulge. At this saturation point, the active galactic nuclei (AGN)
generate outflows that drive away gas and inhibit further star
formation. Our simulations are, to our knowledge, the first self-
consistent models to demonstrate that self-regulation can quanti-
tatively account for the principle observational facts known for the
local population of supermassive black holes, most notably the
MBH–j relation. Moreover, self-regulation in our hydrodynamical
simulations predicts a specific duration of the luminous episode of a
black hole in a given galaxy, thereby explaining the origin of quasar
lifetimes. We note that the final black hole masses we obtain are
roughly proportional to the inverse of the value assumed for the
feedback efficiency, f. We note that our choice of f ! 0.05 is
consistent with the value required in semi-analytic models8 to
explain the evolution of the number density of quasars.

The black hole accretion activity also has a profound effect on the
host galaxy. The remnant spheroid is gas-poor and has low residual
star formation, so it evolves to a red stellar colour on a short
timescale. The simulations shown heremake it possible to draw firm
conclusions about this and other links between black hole growth,
quasar activity and properties of the galaxy population. Our
approach can also be implemented in cosmological simulations of
hierarchical structure formation in representative pieces of the
Universe. Such simulations will allow us to study directly why
quasars were much more numerous in the early Universe than
they are today, and how black holes and galaxies have influenced
each other throughout cosmic history. A
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Figure 3 The relation between the final black hole mass,M BH, and the velocity dispersion

of stars, j, of our galaxy merger simulations compared with observational measurements.

Filled circles show the masses of the black holes and the bulge velocity dispersions

measured for the final remnants of six merger simulations of galaxies with disk gas

fraction of 20%, but different total mass, parameterized by virial velocities of V vir ! 50,

80, 160, 320 and 500 km s21 (shown by the dark to light red, from low- to high-mass

galaxies respectively). Open circles and open squares with the same colour give results for

gas fractions of 40% and 80%, respectively. We have also checked that our results are

insensitive to the orbits of the galaxy collisions. Mimicking the observational data, we

calculate j as the line-of-sight stellar velocity dispersion of stars in the bulge within the

effective radius, R e, of the galaxy. Black symbols show observational data for the masses

of supermassive black holes and the velocity dispersions of their host bulges;

measurements based on stellar kinematics are denoted by black filled stars, those on gas

kinematics by black open squares, and those on maser kinematics by black filled

triangles. Details for all the displayed measurements and associated r.m.s. error bars are

given in refs 3 and 27. The observed BH sample has been fitted by a power law relation,

yielding30:M BH ! (1.5 ^ 0.2) £ 108M ((j/200)
4.02^0.32 (here j is in units of km s21).

The inset shows the relation between the virial velocity, V vir, and j—shown in the x axis of

the main panel—measured for the merger remnants in the simulations. The same colour

coding is used as in the main panel to indicate corresponding mass objects.
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Ėf = ✏fLa = ✏f✏rṀac
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AGN feedback efficiency
Some early work with 

MBH-σ relation



AGN feedback energy
Radiative luminosity: 

Feedback Energy: 

E.g., growth to 108 M⦿ SMBH:

Bulge potential energy: 

So,    can give  ϵf > 0.01 Ef > Ebulge

(cumulative feedback energy)

Ef = ∫ ·Ef dt = ϵf ϵrc2 ∫ ·Maccdt

Mbulge

MBH
∼ 10−3

Ferrarese & Meritt ’00



電波観測

https://www.sciencesource.com/archive/Supergiant-Elliptical-Galaxy--M87--NGC-4486-SS2712619.html

AGN jet

MBH ∼ 6.5 × 109M⊙

EHT

NASA

Chandra + VLA
(blue) (red)

~1.5 kpc

https://www.sciencesource.com/archive/Supergiant-Elliptical-Galaxy--M87--NGC-4486-SS2712619.html


IllustrisTNG

thermal (quasar) mode

kinetic (jet) mode

Eddington ratio threshold
high

low

weaker coupling in 
low-ρ environment

AREPO code — voronoi tessellation

Eddington-limited accretion:

Weinberger+’18

Two-mode AGN feedback model

(maintenance mode)



MBH — σ  relation
Illustris TNG

Li+’19
Too small σ in simulations? 

Or, too massive seed + too efficient growth?
(at low-mass end)

(Mseed ~ 106 M⦿ )(Mseed ~ 105 M⦿/h)



z=4

z=2

z=0

Habouzit+21



Habouzit+21

Illustris TNG100 TNG300 Horizon-AGN EAGLE SIMBA



FOREVER22 project

Yajima+21z=3   10 cMpc PCR regions



High-res. jet models

Mukherjee, Wagner+18 Bourne & Sijacki ’17 
AREPO

Martizzi+19
Athena

~200 pc

cf. 大須賀さんtalk
Jet-ISM interaction



CR feedback
(Cosmic Ray)



CR feedback
• non-thermal component — comparable E-density to Eth, Emag, Eturb


• transport mechanism, interaction with EM waves — coupling with thermal plasma  
(e.g. Zweibel ’13,17; Amato & Blasi’18)


• Sources of scattering? — streaming instability, background turbulence


• Confine, and isotropize the CR distribution


• Can provide significant pressure in CGMs


• Earlier work: effective diffusion, grey, steady approximations
Analytic:  Ipavich ’75; Boulares & Cox 90; Breitschwerdt+91; Everett+08; Socrates+08; Mao & Ostriker’18; …. 

Simulation:  Booth+13; Pakmor+16; Ruszkowski+17; Wiener+17; Chan+19; Hopkins+20; Ji+20; Su+20; Hopkins+21; ….  

Kulsrud & Pearce’69 Yan & Lazarian ‘02—> CR m.f.p.



FIRE-2 MHD sim. + CR — w. diffusion, streaming
in dwarf, L* galaxies

CR pressure

Streaming loss

CR energy flux

pure diffusion (zeroth moment)

advection & streaming

(—> later expanded to “two moment”)

Chan+19

Lagrangian, finite-volume form:

: total pressure (thermal + magnetic + CR)

cooling

CR loss

conserved total CR energy

adiabatic term

( > 0 )

κ : effective diffusion coefficient



Hadronic & Coulomb losses:

(Volk+96;  Ensslin+97;  Guo & Oh ’08)

Volumetric gas heating: 

Update CR flux as  

CR energy injection: 
default)

2-moment method: explicitly solve

Composite parallel (B-field aligned)  diffusion coeff:

(Snodin+06; Jiang & Oh ’08; Thomas & Pfrommer ’19)

Chan+19

Rather than setting



Chan+19

Isotropic diffusion coeff. is favored against 𝜸-ray obs.   

(cf. Quartaert+21) (cf. Lacki+11; … )

Hopkins+20



Hopkins+21

FIRE-2 MHD cosmo sim. + CR : follow-up to Chan+19



Hopkins+21

No CR With CR

Slow outflow produced by CR

Slow outflow accelerated 
in-situ by CR

(but + rad, conduction, MHD, stellar FB) 

FIRE-2 sim.



Hopkins+21FIRE-2 sim. Chan+21



Temperature structure above disk plane

Chan+21

Warm slow (  <200 km/s) 
CR-driven outflow

T ≳ 104 K,

Hot infall (  ~50 km/s) 
w.out CR

T ≳ 105 K,

- weaker adiabatic losses

- do not suffer from rad. cooling

- PCR slows down the infall

- lowers post-shock T



MHD with CRs Pressure

Energy  
density

AREPO;   Pfrommer+17

Heaviside-Lorentz system of units.

(w.out )ϵcr

KE-weighted spatial 
diffusion coefficient

Streaming vel.

EOS:
(in rela. limit)

(Enslin+07; Kulsrud & Pearce’69; Wiener+13,16)



cf. Miniati+01; Yang & Ruszkowski’17; Ogrodnik+21

AREPO MHD sim.

Spectrally resolved CR

- accurate CR cooling 
- E-dep. spatial diffusion 

- grey CR 
- diffusive transport 
- effective cooling 

Girichidis+20, 21

Fokker-Planck eq.

Piecewise power-law ptcl distrib:

Number & E density

CR pressure



Spectrally resolved  
CR

initial outflow front by  
CRs w. 200 - 600 Gev/c

subsequent outflow by 
~10 Gev/c

Girichidis+21



Girichidis+21

Temporally & Spatially varying CR spectrum



Summary & Issues

• Multi-scale, multi-phase structures in the universe. 


• SNe, AGN, CR feedback: all seems relevant for galactic wind 

• SN FB model:  rapidly improving at pc level — clustered SNe 

• AGN FB model :  still highly uncertain;  intermittent / two phase growth of SMBH?


• CR FB model:  details of propagation model — diffusion coefficient, scattering, 
subgrid turbulence, spectral decomposition

≲
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